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Written and designed for first-year, first-semester dental hygiene programs, this easy-to-read and

well-organized resource helps the reader develop basic introductory and practical skills. Each

clinical process is written in a step-by-step fashion, an ideal format for the hands-on learner.  Â 

Features:  "Preclinical Tips" showcased in each chapterâ€”interesting facts designed to measure

and broaden the learner&#39;s knowledge. Fundamental objectives and key terms listed at the

beginning of each chapter establish a basis for understanding. End-of-chapter review questions

reinforce comprehension.
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I'm almost a junior in college, and this was my first time purchasing a textbook online, so I was really

nervous! But wow, the seller (superspeedyship09) completely exceeded my expectations!I need this

book for an Intro to Dental Hygiene class that I'm taking this summer, but didn't want to pay the full

$60 for it, and this company saved the day. Not only is the textbook cheaper through them (I only

paid $36.34 including shipping!), but it arrived way sooner than expected. The estimated delivery

date was June 30th, and I received it on June 9th - incredible! The book itself was in great condition

and the additional materials (like the CD) were included. To top it all off, the seller even hand wrote

"Good luck!" on my receipt. Seeing that personal touch just warmed my heart! This was a great

experience. If you're looking for textbooks at a great price from an amazing seller, I recommend

buying from superspeedyship09! I will definitely be buying from them again if I need more textbooks

in the future. :)



This book follows clinical procedures from beginning to end. I like the attention to detail. I would like

to see more on the charting aspect however and more illustrations. I have yet to look at the

companion cd but I am sure it is just as good as the book

Great price! Thanks

School book

Good

I was. Thinking about being a tooth cleaning person and want to train myself by studying at home.

I'm on my way to being a teacher or a dentest or professed, .
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